Steps to Identify Suggested Honorific Awards for TAMU Faculty Members using Academic Analytics

The Suggested Honorific Awards Report lists the awards for which a faculty member could potentially be nominated. For a given scholar and award, a Suitability Index is calculated by comparing characteristics of the scholar with those of previous awardees. These characteristics include comparative benchmarks, previous co-authorship, academic age at the time of receiving the award, institution and academic unit affiliations, and scholarly research similarity.

- Access Academic Analytics web portal using the following link: https://portal.academicanalytics.com/sso/tamu
- Click on Research Insight located at the top ribbon
- Click on Scholars located at the top left ribbon
- Click on the Research Topic drop down located mid-screen on the left and select SCHOLAR NAME from the list

In the blank field, type in the last name of the faculty member, click on their name, and click on SEARCH

Click on the faculty member’s name to open their Academic Analytics Profile

Click on the Suggested Honorific Awards Tab to open the faculty member’s Suggested Honorific Awards Report